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A PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR
FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEM OF INCOMPRESSIBLE
INVISCID MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FLOWS
CHENGCHUN HAO AND T. LUO
Abstract. In the present paper, we prove the a priori estimates of Sobolev norms
for a free boundary problem of the incompressible inviscid MHD equations in all
physical spatial dimensions n = 2 and 3 by adopting a geometrical point of view
used in [4], and estimating quantities such as the second fundamental form and the
velocity of the free surface. We identify the well-posedness condition that the outer
normal derivative of the total pressure including the fluid and magnetic pressures
is negative on the free boundary, which is similar to the physical condition (Taylor
sign condition) for the incompressible Euler equations of fluids.
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1. Introduction
In the present paper, we consider the following incompressible inviscid magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD) equations
vt + v · ∂v + ∂p = 1
4π
(
B · ∂B − 1
2
∂|B|2), in D , (1.1a)
Bt + v · ∂B = B · ∂v, in D (1.1b)
div v = 0, divB = 0, in D , (1.1c)
describing the motion of conducting fluids in an electromagnetic field, where the
velocity field of the fluids v = (v1, · · · , vn) , the magnetic field B = (B1, · · · , Bn)
and the domain D ⊂ [0, T ]×Rn are the unknowns to be determined. Here n ∈ {2, 3}
is the spatial dimension, p is the fluid pressure, ∂ = (∂1, · · · , ∂n) and div are the
usual gradient operator and spatial divergence. Given a simply connected bounded
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domain D0 ⊂ Rn and the initial data v0 and B0 satisfying the constraints div v0 = 0
and divB0 = 0, we want to find a set D ⊂ [0, T ]×Rn and the vector fields v and B
solving (1.1) and satisfying the initial conditions:
{x : (0, x) ∈ D} = D0, (v, B) = (v0, B0) on {0} ×D0. (1.2)
Let Dt = {x ∈ Rn : (t, x) ∈ D}, we also require the following boundary conditions
on the free boundary ∂Dt:
vN = κ on ∂Dt, (1.3a)
p = 0 on ∂Dt, (1.3b)
|B| = ς and B · N = 0 on ∂Dt, (1.3c)
for each t ∈ [0, T ], where N is the exterior unit normal to ∂Dt, vN =
∑n
i=1N ivi,
and κ is the normal velocity of ∂Dt, ς is a non-negative constant. Condition (1.3c)
should be understood as the constraints on the initial data. Indeed, we will verify
that the condition B · N = 0 on ∂Dt holds for all t ∈ [0, T ] if it holds initially. We
remark here some physical meaning of the boundary conditions. Condition (1.3a)
means that the boundary of Dt moves with the fluids, (1.3b) means that outside
the fluid region Dt is the vacuum, the condition B · N = 0 on ∂Dt comes from
the assumption that the boundary ∂D is a perfect conductor. Indeed, if we use
E to denote the electric field induced by the magnetic field B, then the boundary
condition B ·N = 0 on ∂Dt gives rise to E×N = 0 on ∂Dt. The boundary condition
|B| = const on ∂Dt (the magnetic strength is constant on the boundary) is needed












(t, x)dx = 0.
Condition (1.3c) includes the widely used (e.g., [12]) zero magnetic field boundary
condition as the special case, but it is much more general and physically reasonable.
In the classical plasma-vacuum interface problem (cf. [10, 23]), suppose that the
interface between the plasma region Ωp(t) and the vacuum region Ωv(t) is Γ(t) which
moves with the plasma, then it requires that (1.1) holds in the plasma region Ωp(t),
while in the vacuum region Ωv(t), the vacuum magnetic field B satisfies
∇×B = 0, ∇ ·B = 0. (1.4)
On the interface Γ(t), it holds that
p = 0, |B| = |B|, B · N = B · N = 0, (1.5)
where N is the unit normal to Γ(t). Therefore, the boundary conditions in (1.3)
also model the plasma-vacuum problem for the case when |B| is constant.
We will prove a priori bounds for the free boundary problem (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3)








6 −ε < 0 on ∂Dt, (1.6)
where ∇N = N i∂i. We assume that this condition holds initially, and will verify
that it holds true for some time. For the free boundary problem of motion of incom-
pressible fluids in vacuum, without magnetic fields, the natural physical condition
(cf. [2, 4, 5, 8, 15–17, 21, 24, 25, 27]) reads that
∇Np 6 −ε < 0 on ∂Dt, (1.7)
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which excludes the possibility of the Rayleigh-Taylor type instability (see [8]). In
this paper, we find that the natural physical condition is (1.6) when the equations of
magnetic field couple with the fluids equation. In fact, the quantity p+ 1
8π
|B|2, the
total pressure of the system, will play an important role in our analysis. Roughly
speaking, the velocity tells the boundary where to move, and the boundary is the
level set of the total pressure that determines the acceleration.
The free surface problem of the incompressible Euler equations of fluids has at-
tracted much attention in the recent decades. Important progress has been made
for flows with or without vorticity, with or without surface tension. We refer readers
to [1, 4, 5, 8, 15–17, 21, 24, 25, 27].
On the other hand, there have been only few results on the interface problems for
the MHD equations. This is due to the difficulties caused by the strong coupling
between the velocity fields and magnetic fields. In this direction, the well-posedness
of a linearized compressible plasma-vacuum interface problem was investigated in
[23], and a stationary problem was studied in [9]. The current-vortex sheets problem
was studied in [3] and [22]. For the incompressible viscous MHD equations, a free
boundary problem in a simply connected domain of R3 was studied by a linearization
technique and the construction of a sequence of successive approximations in [18]
with an irrotational condition for magnetic fields in a part of the domain.
In this paper, we prove the a priori estimates for the free boundary problem (1.1),
(1.2) and (1.3) in all physical spatial dimensions n = 2, 3 by adopting a geometrical
point of view used in [4], and estimating quantities such as the second fundamental
form and the velocity of the free surface. Throughout the paper, we use the Einstein
summation convention, that is, when an index variable appears twice in a single
term it implies summation of that term over all the values of the index. Denote the
material derivative Dt = ∂t + v · ∂ and the total pressure P = p + 18π |B|2, we can
write the free boundary problem as
Dtvj + ∂jP =
1
4π
Bk∂kBj in D , (1.8a)
DtBj = B
k∂kvj in D , (1.8b)
∂jv
j = 0 in D ; ∂jB
j = 0 on {t = 0} ×D0, (1.8c)
vN = κ on [0, T ]× ∂Dt, (1.8d)
|B| = ς on ∂D , BjN j = 0 on {t = 0} × ∂D0, (1.8e)
p = 0 on ∂D , (1.8f)
∇NP < 0 on {t = 0} × ∂D0. (1.8g)
We will derive the energy estimates from which the Sobolev norms of Hs(Dt) (s 6
n+ 1) of solutions will be derived. For this purpose, we define the energy norms as









which is conserved, i.e.,
E0(t) = E0(0), for 0 6 t 6 T. (1.10)
The higher order energy norm has a boundary part and an interior part. The bound-
ary part controls the norms of the second fundamental form of the free surface, the
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interior part controls the norms of the velocity, magnetic fields and hence the pres-
sure. We will prove that the time derivatives of the energy norms are controlled by
themselves. A crucial point in the construction of the higher order energy norms
is that the time derivatives of the interior parts will, after integrating by parts,
contribute some boundary terms that cancel the leading-order terms in the corre-
sponding time derivatives of the boundary integrals. To this end, we need to project
the equations for the total pressure P = p + 1
8π
|B|2 to the tangent space of the
boundary. The orthogonal projection Π to the tangent space of the boundary of a




· · ·Πjrirαj1···jr , where Πji = δji −NiN j, (1.11)
with N j = δijNi = Nj.
Let ∂¯i = Π
j
i∂j be a tangential derivative. If q = const on ∂Dt, it follows that
∂¯iq = 0 there and
(Π∂2q)ij = θij∇N q, (1.12)
where θij = ∂¯iNj is the second fundamental form of ∂Dt. The higher order energies


























Q(∂rP, ∂rP )ϑdS, (1.13)
where I(r) = 0 if r = 1 and I(r) = 1 for r > 1, so we do not need the boundary
integral for r = 1,
ϑ = (−∇NP )−1.
Here Q is a positive definite quadratic form which, when restricted to the boundary,
is the inner product of the tangential components Q(α, β) = 〈Πα,Πβ〉 and in the
interior Q(α, α) increases to the norm |α|2. To be more specific, let
Q(α, β) = qi1j1 · · · qirjrαi1···irβj1···jr (1.14)
where
qij = δij − η(d)2N iN j, d(x) = dist (x, ∂Dt), N i = −δij∂jd. (1.15)
Here η is a smooth cutoff function satisfying 0 6 η(d) 6 1, η(d) = 1 when d < d0/4
and η(d) = 0 when d > d0/2. d0 is a fixed number that is smaller than the injectivity
radius of the normal exponential map ι0, defined to be the largest number ι0 such
that the map
∂Dt × (−ι0, ι0)→ {x ∈ Rn : dist (x, ∂Dt) < ι0} (1.16)
given by
(x¯, ι)→ x = x¯+ ιN (x¯)
is an injection.
The main theorems in this paper are as follows:
Theorem 1.1. For any smooth solution of the free boundary problem (1.8) for
0 6 t 6 T satisfying
|∂P | 6M, |∂v| 6M, in Dt, (1.17)
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|θ|+ |∂v| + 1
ι0
6K, on ∂Dt, (1.18)
we have for t ∈ [0, T ]
E1(t) 6 2e
CMtE1(0) + CK
2 (VolDt + E0(0))
(
eCMt − 1) , (1.19)
for some positive constants C and M .
Theorem 1.2. Let r ∈ {2, · · · , n + 1}, then there exists a T > 0 such that the
following holds: For any smooth solution of the free boundary problem (1.8) for
0 6 t 6 T satisfying
|B| 6M1 for r = 2, in Dt, (1.20)
|∂P | 6M, |∂v| 6M, |∂B| 6M, in Dt, (1.21)
|θ|+ 1/ι0 6K, on ∂Dt, (1.22)
−∇NP > ε >0, on ∂Dt, (1.23)
|∂2P |+ |∇NDtP | 6L, on ∂Dt, (1.24)




eC1t − 1) , (1.25)
where the positive constants C1 and C2 depend on K, K1, M , M1, L, 1/ε, VolDt,
E0(0), E1(0), · · · , and Er−1(0).
Most of the a priori bounds (1.20)-(1.24) can be obtained from the energy norms
by the elliptic estimates which are used to control all components of ∂rv, ∂rB and
∂rp from the tangential components Π∂rP in the energy norms, and a bound for









for r ≥ 2, which controls the regularity of the free boundary.
Since E0(t) = E0(0) and VolDt = VolD0, recursively we can prove the following




‖θ(0, ·)‖L∞(∂D0) , 1/ι0(0)
)
, (1.26)
E(0) = ‖1/(∇NP (0, ·))‖L∞(∂D0) = 1/ε(0) > 0. (1.27)
There exists a continuous function T > 0 such that if
T 6 T (K(0), E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolD0), (1.28)
then any smooth solution of the free boundary problem for MHD equations (1.8) for






Es(0), 0 6 t 6 T. (1.29)
In order to prove the above theorems, we need to use the elliptic estimates of the
pressure p. However, the time derivative of ∆p involves a third-order term of the
velocity which needs to be controlled by higher order energies. In order to overcome
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this difficulty, we work on the equations for the total pressure P = p + 1
8π
|B|2,
instead of those for the fluid pressure p.
Before we close this introduction, we mention here some studies on viscous or
inviscid MHD equations, including the Cauchy problem or initial boundary value
problems for the fixed boundaries [6, 7, 11–14, 18–20, 26] and the references therein.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we use the Lagrangian
coordinates to transform the free boundary problem to a fixed initial boundary prob-
lem. The Lagrangian transformation induces a Riemannian metric on D0, for which
we recall the time evolution properties derived in [4], and prove some new identities
which will be used later. We also write the equations in Lagrangian coordinates,
by using the covariant spatial derivatives with respect to the Riemannian metric in-
duced by the Lagrangian transformation, instead of using the ordinary derivatives.
In section 3, we prove the conservation of the zeroth order energy E0(t), from which
one can see that the boundary conditions on the magnetic fields B is necessary for
this energy conservation. We also prove in section 3 that the condition B · N = 0
on the boundary propagates along the boundary. Section 4 is devoted to the first
order energy estimates. In section 5, we prove the higher order energy estimates, by
using the identities derived in section 2, the time evolution property of the metric
on the boundary induced by the above mentioned Riemannian metric induced by
the Lagrangian transformation, the projection properties and the elliptic estimates.
In the derivation of the higher order energy estimates in section 5, some a priori
assumptions are made, which will be justified in section 6. We also give an appendix
on some estimates used in the previous sections, which are basically proved in [4].
2. Reformulation in Lagrangian Coordinates
Assume that we are given a velocity vector field v(t, x) defined in a set D ⊂
[0, T ] × Rn such that the boundary of Dt = {x : (t, x) ∈ D} moves with the
velocity, i.e., (1, v) ∈ T (∂D). We will now introduce Lagrangian or co-moving
coordinates, that is, coordinates that are constant along the integral curves of the
velocity vector field so that the boundary becomes fixed in these coordinates (cf. [4]).




= v(t, x(t, y)), (t, y) ∈ [0, T ]× Ω,
x(0, y) = f0(y), y ∈ Ω.
(2.1)
where, when t = 0, we can start with either the Euclidean coordinates in Ω = D0
or some other coordinates f0 : Ω → D0 where f0 is a diffeomorphism in which the
domain Ω becomes simple. For each t, we will then have a change of coordinates
ft : Ω → Dt, taking y → x(t, y). The Euclidean metric δij in Dt then induces a
metric













in Ω for each fixed t.
We will use covariant differentiation in Ω with respect to the metric gab(t, y), since
it corresponds to differentiation in Dt under the change of coordinates Ω ∋ y →
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x(t, y) ∈ Dt, and we will work in both coordinate systems. This also avoids possible
singularities in the change of coordinates. We will denote covariant differentiation
in the ya-coordinates by ∇a, a = 0, · · · , n, and differentiation in the xi-coordinates
by ∂i, i = 1, · · · , n. The covariant differentiation of a (0, r) tensor k(t, y) is the




− Γdaa1kd···ar − · · · − Γdaarka1···d, (2.4)



















If w(t, x) is the (0, r) tensor expressed in the x-coordinates, then the same tensor




· · · ∂x
ir
∂yar
wi1···ir(t, x), x = x(t, y), (2.6)












Covariant differentiation is constructed so the norms of tensors are invariant under
changes of coordinates,
ga1b1 · · · garbrka1···arkb1···br = δi1j1 · · · δirjrwi1···irwj1···jr . (2.8)










Since the curvature vanishes in the x-coordinates, it must do so in the y-coordinates,
and hence
[∇a,∇b] = 0. (2.10)
Let us introduce the notation ka···
b
···c = g
bdka···d···c, and recall that covariant differen-
tiation commutes with lowering and rising indices: gce∇akb·e···d = ∇agcekb·e···d. Let
































Now we recall a result concerning time derivatives of the change of coordinates
and commutators between time derivatives and space derivatives (cf. [4, Lemma
2.1]).
Lemma 2.1. Let x = ft(y) be the change of variables given by (2.1), and let gab be
the metric given by (2.2). Let vi = δijv
j = vi, and set
ua(t, y) =vi(t, x)
∂xi
∂ya
, ua =gabub, (2.13)

























Dtgab = ∇aub +∇bua, Dtgab = −2hab, Dtdµg = gabhabdµg, (2.16)
DtΓ
c
ab = ∇a∇buc, (2.17)
where dµg is the Riemannian volume element on Ω in the metric g.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of [4, Lemma 2.1] except that we need to make
some modification due to the difference of the definition of hab. Indeed, the proof of
(2.15), (2.17) and the first part of (2.16) is the same as the mentioned. The second










cb = −2gadhdcgcb =
−2hab. The last part of (2.16) follows since in local coordinates dµg =
√
det gdy and
Dt(det g) = (det g)g
abDtgab. 
We now recall the estimates of commutators between the material derivative Dt
and space derivatives ∂i and covariant derivatives ∇a.
Lemma 2.2 ( [4, Lemma 2.3]). Let ∂i be given by (2.9). Then











(∂1+sv) · ∂r−s, (2.19)
















r denotes the collection of all permutations of {1, 2, · · · , r}.
Lemma 2.3 (cf. [4, Lemma 2.4]). Let Ta1···ar be a (0, r) tensor. We have
[Dt,∇a]Ta1···ar = −(∇a1∇aud)Tda2···ar − · · · − (∇ar∇aud)Ta1···ar−1d. (2.21)
If ∆ = gcd∇c∇d and q is a function, we have
[Dt, g
ab∇a]Tb =− 2hab∇aTb − (∆ue)Te, (2.22)
[Dt,∇]q =0, (2.23)










(∇s+1u) · ∇r−sq, (2.25)












∇r−sdaσs+2 ···aσr q. (2.26)
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of [4, Lemma 2.4]. We only need to verify (2.22)
and (2.24) since they involve the term Dtg





ab)∇aTb + gabDt∇aTb − gab∇aDtTb
=− 2hab∇aTb + gab[Dt,∇a]Tb
=− 2hab∇aTb − gab∇b∇aueTe
=− 2hab∇aTb − (∆ue)Te.


























(−∂ivk∂kq + ∂iDtq + ∂ivℓ∂ℓq) = ∂xi
∂ya
∂iDtq = ∇aDtq,
namely, (2.23) follows. Then, (2.24) follows from (2.22) and





Therefore, we complete the proof. 
Denote
Bi = δijB
j = Bi, βa = Bj
∂xj
∂ya
, βa = gabβb, and |β|2 = βaβa. (2.27)
It follows, from (2.8), that
|β|2 = |B|2, Bj = ∂y
a
∂xj




Then P = 1
8π
ς2 on the boundary ∂Ω.









































































Thus, the system (1.1) can be written in the Lagrangian coordinates as




d∇dua + βc∇auc, (2.29b)
∇aua = 0 in [0, T ]× Ω; ∇aβa = 0 in {t = 0} × Ω, (2.29c)
|β| = ς and βaNa = 0 on {t = 0} × ∂Ω, (2.29d)
p = 0 on [0, T ]× ∂Ω. (2.29e)
3. The Energy Conservation and Some Conserved Quantities
Firstly, the divergence free property of β, i.e., div β = 0, is preserved for all
times under the Lagrangian coordinates or in view of the material derivative, i.e.,
Dtdiv β = 0. Indeed, from (2.22) and Lemma 2.1, the divergence of (2.29b) gives
Dt(g
ab∇bβa) = [Dt, gab∇b]βa + gab∇bDtβa
=− 2hab∇bβa − (∆ue)βe + gab∇b(βd∇dua + βc∇auc)
=− 2hab∇bβa − (∆ue)βe +∇bβd∇dub + βd∇d∇bub
+ gab∇bβc∇auc + βc∆uc
=− gac(∇cud +∇duc)gdb∇bβa +∇bβd∇dub + gab∇bβc∇auc
=0.
Secondly, we assume that
|∇u(t, y)| 6 C on [0, T ]× ∂Ω, (3.1)
then that β ·N = 0 is preserved for all times t in the lifespan [0, T ], that is, we have
β ·N = 0 on [0, T ]×∂Ω if β ·N = 0 on {t = 0}×∂Ω. Indeed, we have, from (2.29b)







=Na(βd∇dua + βd∇aud)−∇cubβcNb −Nd∇duaβa + βagabhNNNb
=hNNβaN
a,
which implies, by the Gronwall inequality and the identity
∣∣Dt|f |∣∣ = |Dtf |, that
|(βaNa)(t, y)| 6 eCt|(βaNa(0, y)| = 0. (3.2)
Thus, in view of the above three preserved quantities, the system (2.29), or (1.1),
can be written in the Lagrangian coordinates as




d∇dua + βc∇auc, (3.3b)
∇aua = 0, ∇aβa = 0, in [0, T ]× Ω, (3.3c)




ς2, |β| = ς, β ·N = 0, on [0, T ]× ∂Ω. (3.3d)












is conserved. In fact, by (2.16), (2.29), Gauss’ formula and the fact Dtdµg = 0 due




































































































4. The First Order Energy Estimates
From (2.21) and (3.3a), we have
Dt(∇bua) +∇b∇aP
=[Dt,∇b]ua +∇bDtua +∇b∇aP
=− (∇a∇bud)ud + 1
4π
∇b(βd∇dβa) +∇b(uc∇auc)
=− (∇a∇bud)ud + 1
4π




From (2.21) and (3.3b), we get
Dt(∇bβa) = [Dt,∇b]βa +∇bDtβa
=− (∇a∇bud)βd +∇b(βd∇dua + βc∇auc)
=− (∇a∇bud)βd +∇bβd∇dua + βd∇b∇dua +∇bβc∇auc + βc∇b∇auc
=∇bβc(∇cua +∇auc) + βd∇d∇bua.
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Thus, we obtain
Dt(∇bua)+∇b∇aP = ∇buc∇auc + 1
4π
(∇bβd∇dβa + βd∇b∇dβa), (4.1)
Dt(∇bβa) =∇bβc(∇cua +∇auc) + βd∇d∇bua. (4.2)





bd)γae∇aub∇eud + gbd(Dtγae)∇aub∇eud + 2gbdγae(Dt∇aub)∇eud
=− 2gbchcfgfdγae∇aub∇eud − 2gbdγachcfγfe∇aub∇eud





=− γae(∇cuf +∇fuc)∇auc∇euf − 2γacγfe(∇cuf +∇fuc)∇aud∇eud





=− 2γae∇cuf∇auc∇euf − 4γaeγfc∇euf∇aud∇cud + 2γae∇eub∇auc∇buc
− 2γae∇eub∇a∇bP + 1
2π
γae∇eub(∇aβd∇dβb + βd∇a∇dβb)




γae∇eub(∇aβd∇dβb + βd∇a∇dβb). (4.3)
Similarly, from (4.2), we have
Dt(g
bdγae∇aβb∇eβd)
=− γae(∇cuf +∇fuc)∇aβc∇eβf − 2γacγfe(∇cuf +∇fuc)∇aβd∇eβd
+ 2γae∇eβb(∇aβc∇cub +∇aβc∇buc + βd∇d∇aub)
=− 2γae∇cuf∇aβc∇eβf − 4γacγfe∇cuf∇aβd∇eβd
+ 2γae∇eβb∇aβc∇cub + 2γae∇buc∇eβb∇aβc + 2γaeβd∇eβb∇d∇aub
=− 4γaeγfc∇euf∇aβd∇cβd + 2γae∇eβb∇aβc∇cub
+ 2γaeβd∇aβb∇d∇eub. (4.4)



































ac)gbd(curl u)ab(curl u)cd + 4g
acgbd(Dt∇aub)(curl u)cd






gacgbd(curl u)cd(∇aβe∇eβb + βe∇a∇eβb)




gac(curl u)cd(∇aβe∇eβd + βe∇a∇eβd).
Similarly,
Dt|curl β|2 =2(Dtgac)gbd(curl β)ab(curl β)cd + 4gacgbd(Dt∇aβb)(curl β)cd
=− 4gaegbd∇euc(curl β)ab(curl β)cd
+ 4gacgbd(curl β)cd(∇aβe(∇eub +∇bue) + βe∇e∇aub).
Thus, we can get
Dt(|curl u|2 + 1
4π
|curl β|2)















































∇af¯adµγ = 0 (4.8)
if f¯ is tangential to ∂Ω and N is the unit conormal to ∂Ω.
Then, we get the following estimates.
Theorem 4.1. For any smooth solution of MHD (3.3) for 0 6 t 6 T satisfying
|∇P | 6M, |∇u| 6M, in [0, T ]× Ω, (4.9)
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|θ|+ |∇u|+ 1
ι0
6K, on [0, T ]× ∂Ω. (4.10)
We have for t ∈ [0, T ]
E1(t) 6 2e
CMtE1(0) + CK
2 (VolΩ + E0(0))
(
eCMt − 1) . (4.11)





























































































































Since P = 1
8π
ς2 on ∂Ω, it follows that ∇P = 0, i.e., γda∇dP = 0, and then
γae∇aP = gceγac∇aP = 0 on the boundary ∂Ω. In addition, β ·N = 0 on ∂Ω. Thus,
the integrals in (4.12) and (4.14) vanish.
From (A.5) and (A.3), we get
θab = (δ
c
a −NaN c)∇cNb = ∇aNb −Na∇NNb = ∇aNb, (4.15)
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since in geodesic coordinates ∇NN = 0. It follows that
∇bγae =∇b(gae −NaN e) = −∇b(NaN e) = −(∇bNa)N e − (∇bN e)Na
=− θabN e − θebNa.








































1 (t) + CME1(t).
From the Gronwall inequality, it follows that
E
1/2
1 (t) 6 e
CMt/2E
1/2
1 (0) + CK
(




eCMt/2 − 1) ,
which implies the desired result. 
Remark 4.2. Since (4.12), especially the integral involving P , vanishes, we do not
need the boundary integral in the first order energy E1(t). But in higher order
energies estimates, we need to introduce boundary integrals for P in order to absorb
the analogy integral to (4.12).
5. The General r-th Order Energy Estimates
From (2.12), (2.19), (1.8a), we get




















Dt∂i1 · · ·∂irvi +
∂vℓ
∂xi1




∂i1 · · ·∂ℓvi +
∂vℓ
∂xi




















∂i1 · · ·∂ℓvi +
∂vℓ
∂xi

























∂ℓ · · ·∂irvi + · · ·




∂i1 · · ·∂ℓvi +
∂vℓ
∂xi






















Thus, due to div β = 0, we get for r > 2
Dt∇rua +∇r∇aP



















where sgn(s) is the signum function of the real number s, i.e., sgn(s) = 1 for s > 0,
sgn(s) = 0 for s = 0, and sgn(s) = −1 for s < 0. Of course, we use this notation
sgn(2− r) to indicate that the related term vanishes for r = 2.







































γafγAF∇r−1A ∇aP∇r−1F ∇fP ϑdµγ ,
where ϑ = 1/(−∇NP ) as before.
Theorem 5.1. Let r ∈ {2, · · · , n + 1}, then there exists a T > 0 such that the
following holds: For any smooth solution of MHD (3.3) for 0 6 t 6 T satisfying
|β| 6M1 for r = 2, in [0, T ]× Ω, (5.4)
|∇P | 6 M, |∇u| 6M, |∇β| 6M, in [0, T ]× Ω, (5.5)
|θ|+ 1/ι0 6K, on [0, T ]× ∂Ω, (5.6)
−∇NP > ε >0, on [0, T ]× ∂Ω, (5.7)
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|∇2P |+ |∇NDtP | 6L, on [0, T ]× ∂Ω, (5.8)




eC1t − 1) , (5.9)









































































bd)γafγAF∇r−1A ∇aub∇r−1F ∇fud + rgbd(Dtγaf )γAF∇r−1A ∇aub∇r−1F ∇fud
+ 2gbdγafγAFDt(∇r−1A ∇aub)∇r−1F ∇fud
=− 2∇cueγafγAF∇r−1A ∇auc∇r−1F ∇fue − 4r∇cueγacγefγAF∇r−1A ∇aud∇r−1F ∇fud
− 2γafγAF∇r−1F ∇fub∇r−1A ∇a∇bP + 2γafγAF∇r−1F ∇fub(curl u)bc∇r−1A ∇auc
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=− 2∇cueγafγAF∇r−1A ∇aβc∇r−1F ∇fβe − 4r∇cueγacγefγAF∇r−1A ∇aβd∇r−1F ∇fβd
+ 2γafγAF∇r−1F ∇fβb∇buc∇r−1A ∇aβc − 2γafγAF∇r−1F ∇fβb∇cβb∇r−1A ∇auc






















=− 4r∇cueγacγefγAF∇r−1A ∇aP∇r−1F ∇fP + 2γafγAF∇r−1A ∇aPDt
(∇r−1F ∇fP ) .
Thus, we get






























































Due to β · N = 0 on ∂Ω, (5.22) vanishes. Let α be a (0, r) tensor and n ∈ {2, 3}.










Thus, for the last integral, by the Ho¨lder inequality and the assumption (5.5), we
have for any r > 3







For r = 2, we have to assume the a priori bound |β| 6M1 on [0, T ]×Ω, i.e., (5.4), in
order to get a bound that is linear in the highest-order derivative or energy. Then,
we have by (5.4)
(5.23) 6CK ‖β‖L∞(Ω)Er(t) 6 C(K,M1)Er(t), for r = 2. (5.26)
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By the Ho¨lder inequality, we have
(5.21) 6 CKE1/2r (t) ‖∇rP‖L2(Ω) . (5.27)
From (1.8a), we have
∂j(Dtv






which yields from (2.18)





Since ∆ is invariant, we have
∆P = −∇aub∇bua + 1
4π
∇aβb∇bβa. (5.28)
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For r = 2, we have a simple estimate from the assumption (5.5) and Ho¨lder’s
inequality, i.e.,















+ (r − 2)C(1/δr, K,K1,M,VolΩ)E1/22 (t)E1/2r (t). (5.33)
Now we estimate the boundary terms. Since P = 1
8π
ς2 on ∂Ω, by (A.18), we have
for r > 1
‖Π∇rP‖L2(∂Ω) 6C(K,K1)
(




































+ C(1/δ2, K,K1,M,VolΩ)E1(t), (5.36)
where the first term of the right hand side of (5.36) can be absorbed by the left
hand side if we take δ2 so small that, e.g., C(K,VolΩ)δ2 6 1/2. Thus, it follows
that ∥∥Π∇2P∥∥
L2(∂Ω)
6C(K,K1,M,VolΩ)(1 + E1(t)), (5.37)∥∥∇2P∥∥
L2(Ω)
6C(K,K1,M,VolΩ)(1 + E1(t)), (5.38)
‖θ‖L2(∂Ω) 6C(K,K1,M,VolΩ, 1/ε)(1 + E1(t)). (5.39)
By Theorem 4.1, there exists a T > 0 such that E1(t) can be controlled by the
initial energy E1(0) for t ∈ [0, T ], e.g., E1(t) 6 2E1(0). Thus, from (5.34), (5.39),
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which, if we choose δ3 > 0 so small that





























∇b∇NP =γdb∇d(Na∇aP ) = (δdb −NbNd)((∇dNa)∇aP +Na∇d∇aP )
=θab∇aP +Na∇b∇aP −NbNd(θad∇aP +Na∇d∇aP ),
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Then, from (5.33), we can absorb the highest order term ‖∇4P‖L2(Ω) by the left































Therefore, from (5.38), (5.42) and (5.45), we obtain for r > 2






Eℓ(t) + (r − 2)E1/22 (t)E1/2r (t)
)
, (5.48)
which, from (5.27), implies








Eℓ(t) + (r − 2)E1/22 (t)E1/2r (t)
)
. (5.49)
Now, we turn to the estimates of (5.20). Since P = 1
8π
ς2 on ∂Ω implies γab∇aP = 0
on ∂Ω, we get from (A.3), by noticing that ϑ = −1/∇NP , that
−ϑ−1Nb =∇NPNb = Na∇aPNb = δab∇aP − γab∇aP = ∇bP. (5.50)
By the Ho¨lder inequality and (5.50), we have
(5.20) 6C ‖ϑ‖1/2L∞(∂Ω)E1/2r (t)
∥∥Π (Dt (∇rP )− ϑ−1Nb∇rub)∥∥L2(∂Ω)
=C ‖ϑ‖1/2L∞(∂Ω)E1/2r (t) ‖Π (Dt (∇rP ) +∇ru · ∇P )‖L2(∂Ω) . (5.51)
By (2.25), it follows that








(∇s+1u) · ∇r−sP +∇rDtP. (5.52)
We first consider the estimates of the last term in (5.52). By (A.18) and (A.31),
we get, for 2 6 r 6 4
‖Π∇rDtP‖L2(∂Ω)
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6C(K,K1,VolΩ)
(










From (A.17) , it follows that
‖∇rDtP‖L2(Ω)




By (2.24), (5.28), Lemma 2.1, (4.1), (4.2) and (3.3), it yields
∆DtP =2h






=2hab∇a∇bP + (∆ue)∇eP − 2Dt(gbd)∇aud∇bua








=2hab∇a∇bP + (∆ue)∇eP + 4hbd∇aud∇bua − 1
π
hbd∇aβd∇bβa







gbd∇bβa (∇aβe(∇eud +∇due) + βe∇e∇aud)




























‖∇u‖L∞(Ω) ‖∇u‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∇β‖L∞(Ω) ‖∇β‖L∞(Ω)
) ∥∥∇s+1u∥∥
L2(Ω)














(s− 1) ‖∇β‖L∞(Ω) + ‖β‖L∞(Ω)
)





+ C ‖∇u‖L∞(Ω) ‖β‖L∞(Ω)
∥∥∇s+2β∥∥
L2(Ω)




















+ s(s− 1)C ‖∇β‖L∞(Ω) ‖β‖L∞(Ω)
∥∥∇4u∥∥
L2(Ω)























We can estimate all the terms with L4(Ω) norms in the same way with the help of
(5.29), (5.30), the similar estimate of P and the assumptions. Thus, we obtain the












1 + E1/2r (t)
)
. (5.57)
Thus, from (5.53), (5.54), (5.57) and taking some small δ’s which are independent
of Er(t), we obtain, by induction argument for r, that








1 + E1/2r (t)
)
. (5.58)
To estimate (5.52), it only remains to estimate∥∥Π ((∇s+1u) · ∇r−sP )∥∥
L2(∂Ω)
for 1 6 s 6 r − 2. (5.59)

























For n = 3, r = 4 and s = 1, by (A.6), Lemma A.14 and (5.33), we get∥∥Π ((∇2u) · ∇3P )∥∥
L2(∂Ω)
=
∥∥Π∇2u · Π∇3P +Π(∇2u ·N)⊗˜Π(N · ∇3P )∥∥
L2(∂Ω)


































































By Lemma A.11, we can obtain








Therefore, we have shown that











We now calculate the material derivatives of |∇r−1curl u|2 and |∇r−1curl β|2. From
Lemma 2.1, (5.2) and (5.3), we have
Dt
(













gacgbdgAF∇r−1A (curl β)ab∇r−1F (curl β)cd
)
=(r + 1)Dt(g
ac)gbdgAF∇r−1A (curl u)ab∇r−1F (curl u)cd
+ 4gacgbdgAFDt










(∇r−1A ∇aβb)∇r−1F (curl β)cd
=− 2(r + 1)gae∇eucgbdgAF∇r−1A (curl u)ab∇r−1F (curl u)cd
− r + 1
2π
gae∇eucgbdgAF∇r−1A (curl β)ab∇r−1F (curl β)cd
− 4gacgbdgAF∇r−1F (curl u)cd∇rAa∇bP (this vanishes by symmetry)
+ 4gacgbdgAF∇r−1F (curl u)cd(curl u)be∇rAaue
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Noticing that β ·N = 0 on ∂Ω, then by the Ho¨lder inequality and the Gauss formula,
we get








Thus, by (A.12) and (2.23), we get
Dt(∇NP ) =Dt(Na∇aP ) = (DtNa)∇aP +NaDt∇aP
=(−2hadNd + hNNNa)∇aP +Na∇aDtP







∇NP − hNN +
∇NDtP
∇NP . (5.66)
Thus, we can easily obtain that the remainder integrals, i.e., (5.13), (5.14), (5.15)















which implies the desired result (5.9) by Gronwall’s inequality and the induction
argument for r ∈ {2, · · · , n+ 1}. 
6. Justification of A Priori Assumptions
Let K(t) and ε(t) be the maximum and minimum values, respectively, such that
(5.6) and (5.7) hold at time t:
K(t) =max
(
‖θ(t, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω) , 1/ι0(t)
)
, (6.1)
E(t) = ‖1/(∇NP (t, ·))‖L∞(∂Ω) = 1/ε(t). (6.2)
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Lemma 6.1. Let K1 > 1/ι1 be as in Definition A.3, E(t) as in (6.2). Then there
are continuous functions Gj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that




6G2(K1, E , E0, · · · , En+1,VolΩ), (6.4)
‖θ‖L∞(∂Ω) 6G3(K1, E , E0, · · · , En+1,VolΩ), (6.5)
‖∇DtP‖L∞(∂Ω) 6G4(K1, E , E0, · · · , En+1,VolΩ). (6.6)
















Thus, (6.4) follows from (6.7), (6.8), Lemmas A.13–A.14, (5.32), (5.38) and (5.42).
Since, from (A.7),
|∇2P | > |Π∇2P | = |∇NP ||θ| > E−1|θ|, (6.9)
so (6.5) follows from (6.4). (6.6) follows from Lemma A.10, (5.54), (5.57) and
(5.58). 
Lemma 6.2. Let K1 > 1/ι1 and ε1 be as in Definition A.3. Then∣∣∣∣ ddtEr





∣∣∣∣ 6 Cr(K1, E , E0, · · · , En+1,VolΩ). (6.11)
Proof. (6.10) is a consequence of Lemma 6.1 and the estimates in the proof of The-
orems 4.1 and 5.1. (6.11) follows from∣∣∣∣∣ ddt










As a result of Lemma 6.2, we have the following:
Lemma 6.3. There exists a continuous function T > 0 depending on K1, E(0),
E0(0), · · · , En+1(0), VolΩ such that for
0 6 t 6 T (K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolΩ), (6.12)
the following statements hold: We have






aY b 6 2gab(0, y)Y
aY b, (6.14)
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and with ε1 as in Definition A.3,
|N (x(t, y¯))−N (x(0, y¯))| 6 ε1
16
, y¯ ∈ ∂Ω, (6.15)
|x(t, y)− x(t, y)| 6 ι1
16
, y ∈ Ω, (6.16)∣∣∣∣∂x(t, y¯)∂y − ∂(0, y¯)∂y
∣∣∣∣ 6 ε116 , y¯ ∈ ∂Ω. (6.17)
Proof. We get (6.13) from Lemma 6.2 if T (K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0), VolΩ) > 0
is sufficiently small. Then from (6.13) and Lemma 6.1, we have
‖∇u‖L∞(Ω)+ ‖∇β‖L∞(Ω) + ‖β‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∇P‖L∞(Ω)
6 C(K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0)), (6.18)∥∥∇2P∥∥
L∞(∂Ω)
+ ‖θ‖L∞(∂Ω)
6 C(K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolΩ), (6.19)
‖∇DtP‖L∞(∂Ω) 6 C(K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolΩ). (6.20)
By (4.1) and (4.2), we have
|Dt∇u| 6
∣∣∇2P ∣∣+ |∇u|2 + |∇β|2 + |β| ∣∣∇2β∣∣ , (6.21)
|Dt∇β| 6 |∇β| |∇u|+ |β|
∣∣∇2u∣∣ . (6.22)
By (A.25), (A.31), Lemma 6.1 and (6.13), we have
‖∇u‖L∞(∂Ω) + ‖∇β‖L∞(∂Ω) 6 C(K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolΩ).
Thus, by noticing that |β| = ς on ∂Ω, it follows, from (6.18), (6.19), Lemmas A.10
















6C(K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolΩ)
×
(
1 + ‖∇u‖L∞(∂Ω) + ‖∇β‖L∞(∂Ω)
)
,
which yields, with the help of Gronwall’s inequality, for 0 6 t 6 T
‖∇u(t, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω) + ‖∇β(t, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω)
6eC(K1,E(0),E0(0),··· ,En+1(0),Vol Ω)t
(
‖∇u(0, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω) + ‖∇β(0, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω)
)
+ eC(K1,E(0),E0(0),··· ,En+1(0),Vol Ω)t − 1. (6.23)
If T is sufficiently small, it follows, after possibly making T > 0 smaller, that
‖∇u(T, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω) + ‖∇β(T, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω)
62
(
‖∇u(0, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω) + ‖∇β(0, ·)‖L∞(∂Ω)
)
, (6.24)
which also guarantee the a priori assumption of (3.1).
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By (2.23), (A.28), (5.54), (5.57) and (5.58), we have




6C(K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolΩ),
which implies for sufficiently small T > 0
‖∇P (t, ·)‖L∞(Ω) 6 2 ‖∇P (0, ·)‖L∞(Ω) . (6.25)
By (1.8) and (6.18), we have
‖Dtv‖L∞(Dt) 6 ‖∂P‖L∞(Dt) + ‖B‖L∞(Dt) ‖∂B‖L∞(Dt) (6.26)
6 ‖∇P‖L∞(Ω) + ‖β‖L∞(Ω) ‖∇β‖L∞(Ω) (6.27)
6C(K1, E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0)), (6.28)
which yields
‖v(t, ·)‖L∞(Dt) 6 2 ‖v(0, ·)‖L∞(Ω) . (6.29)
(6.14) follows from the same argument since Dtgab = ∇aub +∇bua and by (6.18)∣∣gab(T, y)Y aY b − gab(0, y)Y aY b∣∣ 6
∫ T
0









if T is sufficiently small. Now the estimate for N follows from
Dtna = hNNna,
and the estimates for x and ∂x/∂y from













and (6.29) and (6.24), respectively. 
Now we use (6.14)–(6.17) to pick a K1, i.e., ι1, which depends only on its value
at t = 0,
ι1(t) > ι1(0)/2. (6.34)
Lemma 6.4. Let T be as in Lemma 6.2. Pick ι1 > 0 such that
|N (x(0, y1))−N (x(0, y2))| 6 ε1
2
, whenever |x(0, y1)− x(0, y2)| 6 2ι1. (6.35)
Then if t 6 T , we have
|N (x(t, y1))−N (x(t, y2))| 6 ε1, whenever |x(t, y1)− x(t, y2)| 6 2ι1. (6.36)
Proof. (6.36) follows from (6.35), (6.15) and (6.16) in view of triangle inequalities.

Lemma 6.4 allows us to pick a K1 depending only on initial conditions, while
Lemma 6.3 gives us T > 0 that depends only on the initial conditions and K1
such that, by Lemma 6.4, 1/ι1 6 K1 for t 6 T . Thus, we immediately obtain the
following theorem.
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Theorem 6.5. There exists a continuous function T > 0 such that if
T 6 T (K(0), E(0), E0(0), · · · , En+1(0),VolΩ), (6.37)
any smooth solution of the free boundary problem for Euler’s equations (1.1) and






Es(0), 0 6 t 6 T. (6.38)
Appendix A. Preliminaries and Some Estimates
Let Na denote the unit normal to ∂Ω, gabN
aN b = 1, gabN
aT b = 0 if T ∈ T (∂Ω),
and let Na = gabN
b denote the unit conormal, gabNaNb = 1. The induced metric
γ on the tangent space to the boundary T (∂Ω) extended to be 0 on the orthogonal
complement in T (Ω) is then given by
γab = gab −NaNb, γab = gab −NaN b. (A.1)








a −NaN c. (A.3)
Covariant differentiation on the boundary ∇ is given by
∇S = Π∇S. (A.4)
The second fundamental form of the boundary is given by
θab = (Π∇N)ab = γca∇cNb. (A.5)
Let us now recall some properties of the projection. Since gab = γab +NaN b, we
have
Π(S · R) = Π(S) · Π(R) + Π(S ·N)⊗˜Π(N · R), (A.6)
where S⊗˜R denotes some partial symmetrization of the tensor product S ⊗R, i.e.,
a sum over some subset of the permutations of the indices divided by the number of
permutations in that subset. Similarly, we let S ·˜R denote a partial symmetrization
of the dot product S · R. Now we recall some identities:
Π∇2q =∇2q + θ∇Nq, (A.7)
Π∇3q =∇3q − 2θ⊗˜(θ˜·∇q) + (∇θ)∇Nq + 3θ⊗˜∇∇Nq, (A.8)





+ (∇2θ)∇Nq + 4(∇θ)⊗˜∇∇Nq + 6θ⊗˜∇2∇Nq
− 3θ⊗˜(θ˜·θ)∇Nq + 3θ⊗˜θ∇2Nq. (A.9)
Definition A.1. Let N (x¯) be the outward unit normal to ∂Dt at x¯ ∈ ∂Dt. Let
dist (x1, x2) = |x1 − x2| denote the Euclidean distance in Rn, and for x¯1, x¯2 ∈ ∂Dt,
let dist ∂Dt(x¯1, x¯2) denote the geodesic distance on the boundary.
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Definition A.2. Let dist (x, ∂Dt) be the Euclidean distance from x to the boundary.
Let ι0 be the injectivity radius of the normal exponential map of ∂Dt, i.e., the largest
number such that the map
∂Dt × (−ι0, ι0)→ {x ∈ Rn : dist (x, ∂Dt) < ι}
given by (x¯, ι)→ x = x¯+ ιN (x¯) (A.10)
is an injection.
Definition A.3. Let 0 < ε1 < 2 be a fixed number, and let ι1 = ι1(ε1) the largest
number such that
|N (x¯1)−N (x¯2)| 6 ε1 whenever |x¯1 − x¯2| 6 ι1, x¯1, x¯2 ∈ ∂Dt. (A.11)
Lemma A.4 ( [4, Lemma 3.9]). Let N be the unit normal to ∂Ω, and let hab =
1
2
Dtgab. On [0, T ]× ∂Ω, we have
DtNa = hNNNa, DtN
c = −2hcdNd + hNNN c, (A.12)
Dtγ
ab = −2γachcdγdb, (A.13)
where hNN = habN
aN b. The volume element on ∂Ω satisfies
Dtdµγ = (tr h− hNN)dµγ = (tr θu ·N + γab∇au¯b)dµγ, (A.14)
where u¯b denotes the tangential component of ub to the boundary ∂Ω.
Lemma A.5 (cf. [4, Lemma 5.5]). Let wa = wAa = ∇rAfa, ∇rA = ∇a1 · · ·∇ar , f be
a (0, 1) tensor, and [∇a,∇b] = 0. Let divw = ∇awa = ∇rdiv f , and let (curlw)ab =
∇awb −∇bwa = ∇r(curl f)ab. Then,
|∇w|2 6 C(gabγcdγAB∇cwAa∇dwBb + |divw|2 + |curlw|2). (A.15)
Lemma A.6 ( [4, Proposition 5.8]). Let ι0 and ι1 be as in Definitions A.2 and A.3,
and suppose that |θ| + 1/ι0 6 K and 1/ι1 6 K1. Then with K˜ = min(K,K1) we
have, for any r > 2 and δ > 0,
‖∇rq‖L2(∂Ω) + ‖∇rq‖L2(Ω)










Lemma A.7 (cf. [4, Proposition 5.9]). Assume that 0 6 r 6 4. Suppose that
|θ| 6 K and ι1 > 1/K1, where ι1 is as in Definition 3.5 of [4]. If q = 0 on ∂Ω, then















If, in addition, |∇Nq| > ε > 0 and |∇Nq| > 2ε ‖∇Nq‖L∞(∂Ω), then∥∥∥∇r−2θ∥∥∥
L2(∂Ω)
6 (A.19)

















Lemma A.8 (cf. [4, Proposition 5.10]). Assume that 0 6 r 6 4 and that |θ| +





















Lemma A.9 ( [4, Lemma A.1]). If α is a (0, r) tensor, then with a = k/m and a















, 2 6 p 6 s 6 q 6∞.
Lemma A.10 ( [4, Lemma A.2]). Suppose that for ι1 > 1/K1









aZb, if Z ∈ T (Ω), (A.23)






















for any δ > 0.
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Lemma A.13 ( [4, Lemma A.5]). Suppose that q = 0 on ∂Ω. Then
‖q‖L2(Ω) 6C(VolΩ)1/n ‖∇q‖L2(Ω) , (A.29)
‖∇q‖L2(Ω) 6C(VolΩ)1/2n ‖∆q‖L2(Ω) . (A.30)
Lemma A.14 ( [4, Lemma A.7]). Let α be a (0, r) tensor. Assume that
VolΩ 6 V and ‖θ‖L∞(∂Ω) + 1/ι0 6 K,
then there is a C = C(K, V, r, n) such that
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